Fresh Design International
Experience of working with communities
We have a wide range of experience working with communities, from the development of community
centres, schools, public orientated workshops and housing schemes. We have been heavily involved
with the Open Youth Trust in Norwich, engaged from the early stages exploring environments which
enable the community to better themselves in nurturing environments. Our design work is centred
around evolving communities, whether we are providing a school to inspire both the students and the
community outside of school hours or working with charities such as the ‘women’s refuge’ in Leeds.
Our background has provided diverse and innovative ways to engage with people. After all we are
creative problem solvers and our talents are not necessarily limited to design. Our ability to understand
complex social issues underline our design-work and the way we engage with people to make a
positive difference, adding real value to the happiness and success of an area.

Involvement in community led or self-build developments (especially housing projects)
Our background has provided diverse and innovative ways to engage with people. After all we are
creative problem solvers and our talents are not necessarily limited to design. Our ability to understand
complex social issues underline our design-work and the way we engage with people to make a
positive difference, adding real value to the happiness and success of an area. We understand
residential design and have a great deal of experience in this sector, both community led and private
clients looking for ‘self-build’ solutions. We look to engage from the start, understanding their needs
and help them to formulate the brief and connect the dots. We are working with housing groups
within the Humber region to develop intelligent and affordable housing schemes, which can adapt to
the occupants, creating fully responsive living environments with the vision to create ‘Happy Homes’ in
Hull! We are also exploring how responsive environments can be used within senior living
developments whereby the environment can ease an occupant’s living conditions providing them with
an advanced level of independence and creating a safe environment in which to live, having a direct
effect on their happiness and the success of the scheme overall. We would love the opportunity to
share some ideas and discuss this potential further.
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